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What do Lt. Jacqueline "Jack" Daniels and private investigator Nicholas Colt have in

common?Billiards, bourbon, bad jokes...And murder. Several, in fact.A homeless woman&apos;s

remains are found near Chicago twenty-six years after she disappeared. Her daughter--now retired

in Florida--suspects foul play, and she hires Colt to fly up there and check it out.A prominent

Chicago physician is slain outside a convenience store, horribly mutilated. A senseless street

killing? A robbery gone wrong? Or something much worse?As the homicide cases and those

involved converge, it quickly becomes apparent that Jack Daniels and Nicholas Colt are in for the

most challenging--and deadly--time of their lives.Filled with humor, suspense, and mystery, LADY

52 is sure to satisfy longtime Daniels and Colt fans, and is a perfect introduction to both series.

It&apos;s approximately 250 pages long.Konrath and Hardin previously collaborated on the

Daniels/Colt short story RACKED.Suggested reading order for the Nicholas Colt series:COLTLADY

52POCKET-47CROSSCUTSNUFF TAG 9KEY DEATHBLOOD TATTOOSYCAMORE BLUFFTHE

JACK REACHER FILES: FUGITIVETHE JACK REACHER FILES: VELOCITY (Novella)THE

BLOOD NOTEBOOKSNote: Although published at a later date, the events in COLT and LADY 52

precede those in Jude Hardin&apos;s debut thriller POCKET-47. All of the books listed work as

stand-alone thrillers, depending on reader preference. Nicholas Colt also appears in several short

stories, including the one titled RATTLED and the one titled RACKED. Suggested reading order for

the Jack Daniels series:SHOT OF TEQUILA by JA KonrathSERIAL KILLERS UNCUT by JA

Konrath and Blake CrouchÂ WHISKEY SOUR by JA KonrathBLOODY MARY by JA KonrathLADY

52 by JA Konrath and Jude HardinRUSTY NAIL by JA KonrathDIRTY MARTINI by JA KonrathJACK

DANIELS STORIES by JA KonrathFUZZY NAVEL by JA KonrathCHERRY BOMB by JA

KonrathÂ SHAKEN by JA KonrathSTIRRED by JA Konrath and Blake CrouchRUM RUNNER by JA

KonrathLAST CALL by JA Konrath
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If you haven't read any of Konrath's Lt. Jack Daniels' series or Hardin's PI Colt series, you are

missing out. I love the humor, the developed characters and the sticky situations they always find

themselves in. The chance encounter that Daniels and Colt would meet up once again was told very

well in Lady 52. They put you right there in the scenes of action, crisp dialogue and of course

shooting. I look forward to the next collaboration from these two authors.

Lady 52 is a modern day crime mystery with lots of twists and turns. Jack Daniels is a fashion

conscious police Lieutentant. She once again meets up with Florida PI Nicholas Colt a very layed

back back guy. He is in town to investigate a cold case for a client whose homeless Mother died in a

house fire many years ago, the client thinks her Mother was murdered and she is paying Colt to find

evidence of it . The story is scary, witty, funny and tragic as they each pursue their separate cases

and become entangled in murder and mayhem. I found this book hard to put down. I,m looking for

ward to the next Jack Daniels book

Fast-moving and entrancing story. A real page-turner that will have you glued to the book until you

have reached the end. This book mixes cartel initiation with local murders, one an old case from

over 25 years earlier, the other of a prominent physician. Except for the oldest case, all murders are

linked by the removal of the victim's face. Literally. Yet mode of killing remains inconsistent between

the cases. Could they be linked? But, if so, what of the discrepancies? Will Jack and her partner be

able to solve this one? Will they be able to assist the Florida investigator in finding how the cold

case victim met her demise? This book is fascinating! And you'll never suspect how it is all resolved.

If you enjoy mystery filled with suspense, you'll find this book landing on your "favorites" list.



Overworked, savvy, fashion-conscious big city police lieutentant "Jack" Daniels meets up once

again with laid-back Florida PI Nicholas Colt when Colt comes to town to check out clues on the

death of a client's mother many years ago. The story is witty, scary, funny and tragic as Daniels and

Colt pursue their separate cases and become entangled in murder and mayhem. You never know

when you turn the page if you'll be laughing or crying. I found it hard to put the book down.

I've read most of the Jack Daniels novels and I've never been disappointed .I expect nothing but the

best from the writer and I've loved everyone of these exciting books .Great mix of action and humor

and surprises .I recommend to all readers pick one up and treat yourself to a great time of relaxed

reading.Keep on writing great things .One suggestion I have ,throw in a Couple of Marines for some

added action and adventure....you can't go wrong with the Corp

My first Hardin/Konrath novel. It had it all--romance, humor, intrigue--and kept me on the edge of my

seat not knowing what could possibly happen next. The plot has lots of twists and turns. Jack, Harry

and Herb are also included. This one is a lot of fun while solving the case. You'll never guess the

ending!

Chicago PD & Nick Colt team up to solve a weird investigation. Colt falls in love with Laurie who is

the second love of his life. Colt is hired to find the murderer of a dead woman from 26 years ago &

heads to Chicago. He meets two detectives & one case leads to another.

I've read most of the books in this series & enjoyed them all. This one was co-written with a

character from Jack's past. Many of the books are like this. It's told from 3 perspectives. Sometimes

I had to look back to see which character was telling the story; but it was still enjoyable.
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